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ABSTRACT 
The probability that the product of 1 square matrices of size n over a finite field 
with 9 elements will be nilpotent is shown to be 1 - [( 9” - 1)/q”]‘. Analogous, if less 
elegant, results are obtained for the product to be idempotent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with products of matrices over a finite 
field F4 of 4 elements. We look at products A, . * * A, of I square matrices of 
size n over F4, and enumerate the number of times this product is a matrix of 
certain class. Our results are best expressed in terms of probability. Our 
starting point is a previous paper of ours [3] where we have calculated the 
probability that the product A, . . . A, will have a given rank. Using this 
result and an old result of Fine and Herstein [l] concerning the number of 
nilpotent matrices of size n over Fq, we are able to show (Theorem 1) that 
the probability that A, . . . A, will be nilpotent is 1 - [(qn - 1)/q”] I. 
In Section 3 we digress from our main objective: by counting nilpotent 
matrices over F, in a different way than in [l] and equating the two results, 
we get a combinatorial identity concerning partitions of n and the Gaussian 
n 
coefficients k . 
[ 1 
In Section 4 we repeat what we did in Section 2, for idempotent matrices, 
obtaining the probability that the product A, . . . A, will be idempotent. 
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Unfortunately the outcome (Theorem 3) cannot be expressed as neatly as for 
nilpotent matrices. 
Our notation will be an extension of the notation used in [3]. F = F4 will 
be a fixed finite field of q elements, and N an n dimensional vector space 
over F,. We denote !R = Horn r(N, N) = M,( F,), and we shall alternate quite 
freely between the viewpoints of considering the elements of !R as matrices 
over F, and as linear transformations on N. 
The number of elements in a finite set S is denoted by #S. Thus 
#N=q”, # !Jt = qc (1) 
Our basic notation is as in [3]: 
[nl =(qn-I)[n-I] =(q”-l)(qnP’-l)...(q-l), [o] =l, (2) 
bl 
[+I = [n_k] ~ = (qn- l)(q”_l- 1). . . (qn-k+l _ I), n>k>O, 
(3) 
[ 1 bl 
(qn - 1). . . (qn-k+l _ 1) 




[ 1 are called the Gaussian coefficients. As is well known, n [ 1 k is the 
number of k dimensional subspaces of N. More about the Gaussian coeffi- 
cients and analogies between them and the binomial coefficients may be 
found in [2]. 
We shall also need a vector version of (2) and (4). If OL = (a,, (~a,. . . , a,) is 
a vector of nonnegative integers with 0~~ + 0~s + * . . + a, < n, we define 
n [I [ 
n bl = a a1,a 2,...,q 1 = [a1][a2] a.. [a,][n-aI--a2- ... -a,] ’ (5) 
If, on top of that, we have 0 < (pi < o2 < * * * Q at, we define 
(6) 
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2. NILPOTENT MATRICES 
In [l] Fine and Herstein counted the number of nilpotent n by n 
matrices in 8 = Hom,(N, N) and showed it to be ~“~“. Our first result is 
an easy consequence of this-counting the number of nilpotent matrices in 
an ideal of 8. As usual, we shall use matrices and linear transformations 
interchangeably. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a matrix ofrank 1~ s < n. The number of nilpotent 
matrices in S% (8s) is qsCnP1). 
Proof. Note first that T E % belongs to the right ideal S‘B if and only if 
T(N) c S(N); therefore 
#{TE%]T”=O,TESB} =#{TE%]IT”=O,T(N)cS(N)}. 
Now, if T is nilpotent with T(N) c S(N), then TIScNj is a nilpotent transfor- 
mation on S(N). Conversely, if T E !I? satisfies T(N) c S(N) and T,scNj is 
nilpotent, then T must be nilpotent. Therefore each nilpotent T in S!JI is an 
extension of some nilpotent f E Hom,(S( N), S(N)). Now the number of 
such extensions is easily seen to be s( n - s), where s = rank S = dim S(N). 
Hence 
#{ZX%]T”=O, T(N) cS(N)} 
=#{{TEHom(S(N),S(N))]T”=O} 
= c-s s(n-s) _ 4 4 
s(n- 1) 
-4 . 
The result for the left ideal %S follows by left-right symmetry. 
Next we need a technical result, an identity involving 
coefficients 
n 
[ 1 k . 
n 
the Gaussian 
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LEMMA 2. 
(7) 
Proof. It is easy to verify that for n = 0,l the sum is 1,l - 9, respec- 
tively. So, it is enough to show that for n >, 2, the sum vanishes. By 
[2, Lemma 2.6.91, we have 
(8) 
Substituting z = 1 and x = - 9, we see that the left-hand side of (8) vanishes 
for n > 2. On the right we have 
i [;I&)( _g--i, i (-l)“-‘[y]&j+‘“-” 
i=O i=O 
= k~o(-l)*9(n;k)+i[;]. 
Note that in the last equality we have used the fact that 
and changed the index of summation from i to k = n - i. n 
THEOREM 1. The probability that the product of 1 square matrices of size 
n over a field of 9 elements will be nilpotent is 
9”-1 1 
v(Z,n,q)=l- - 
i I 9* . 
Proof. Let us denote by kp,,, the probability that the product of k n by n 
matrices over F, will have rank s. In a previous paper [3] we have computed 
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“p,, and showed it to be 
“p,, = q -n2k %r& 
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(10) 
where the second factor km,s is described by 
NOW, for k > 1 we have 
= t g{A,+,B is nilpotentlrank B = s} 
s=o 
The first probability is easily computed; if rank I3 = s then 
9{A,+,B isnilpotent} =#{AI(AB)“=O}q-“Z 
= 9 
n(n-s) s(n-1) -2_ 
4 9 -q_“. 
Here we have used Lemma 1 and the simple fact that the number of 
annihilators of a matrix of rank s is q”(“-“). 
Combining this with (10) and (ll), we have 
v( k + 1, n, p) = 5 q-(n2k+s)kmns 
s=o 
,q(;)k-nPk-n 5 qtc’n)+(;)+t[;] 
t=o 
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having switched from summing over s to summing over t = n - s. Inter- 
changing the order of summation, we have 
qc+1,n,p)=q-“- El), f: &)(q(“:‘)[njn -q. 
0=0 
x( ~~~(-l)~-~,n-n)~+(~~l)[~][~]). (12) 
We shall now address ourselves to the t-summation-which we denote by 
p,(q). Noting that 
we have 
p,(q)=q-(3 t ( -1,‘-‘~(“~‘,+t[‘t][5]. 
t=o 
Now rearranging the Gaussian coefficients 
[ 
n I[ I bl [tl t a t = [t][n-t] [a][t-a] 
bl ‘n-ul = [;][-y], 
= [u][n-u] [n-t][t-a] 
and changing the index of summation from t to v = t - u, we get 
Finally, denoting n - u by n and using (7), we get 
pa(q)=q-(3+q;] 2 (-l,v[;]qr~v)+' 
v=O 
= ,-(3+q #,, +(1- q)S,,). 
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Substituting this back into (12) and noting that the only nonvanishing 
summands are the ones for u = n, n - 1, we get 
This ends the proof of (9) for I > 2. But the results also remain true for 
2 = 1. This may be seen by noting that (9) reduces to 9-” for 1 = 1, which is 
the correct result by [l]. Alternatively we may notice that kpns reduces to 
zero for k = 0, s < n, and to 1 for k = 0, s = n, and so our proof holds also 
for k+l=l. n 
3. COUNTING NILPOTENTS AND A COMBINATORIAL IDENTITY 
In the previous section we have used a result of Fine and Herstein stating 
that the number of nilpotent transformations in 8 = Hom(N, N) is 9”‘-“. In 
this section we shall count the number of nilpotent linear transformations in 
8 by a different method. Equating the two expressions will yield a combina- 
torial identity. 
We start with some easy linear algebra. 
LEMMAS. Let A 2 B 2 C be F, vector spaces of dimensions a, b, and c, 
respectively, and with a - b > b - c. Let T: B --y C be a linear transformu- 
tion onto C. The number of extensions of T to a linear transformation 
?: A+ B onto B is 
#(? E Hom( A, B)I?( A) = B, f,s = T, given T(B) = C) 
= 9 c(“-b)t(b2C)[a-blb-c]. 03) 
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Proof. Choose a basis ui . . . u, to C; complete it to a basis 
ui...u,u,+i... uI, of B and then to a basis u~...u~...u~u~+~...u, of A. 
Relative to these bases, the matrix of any extension T of T (we shall denote 
the appropriate matrices by the same letters) will have the form 
b 
where T is given and isAof rank c (hence its rows are linearly independent). 
The completed matrix 7 must be of rank b, and hence its rows must also be 
independent. Clearly, T, may be chosen to be any c by a - b matrix, so 
there are qc(o-b) possible choices of fi. In order for f to have independent 
rows, f2 must be chosen with independent rows (this is possible because the 
number of rows, b - c, does not exceed the number of columns, a - b); the 
number of different ways this can be done is [3, Lemma 11 
9 b;C [a-bib-c], ( j 
and hence the result. n 
We shall denote by P(n) the set of partitions of the integer n, i.e., 
P(n) = {~=(q,~2,...,q)l 
0 < a1 G a2 G . . . Q at, (Y~ + (Y~ + . . . + at = n 1. 
LEMMAS. A linear trunsfomnution T E Hom(N, N) is nilpotent of rank 
T and index t if and only if there exist a partition ct = (a,, az,. . . , t-q) E P(n) 
such that (al, az, . . . , LY_ 1) E P(r), and a sequence of subspaces 
0=N,cN,cN,c ... cN,_,cN,=N (15) 
such that 
dimN,=a,+aa+ ... +q, i=O,...,t, (16) 
T(Ni) = Ni-1, i=l,...,n. 07) 
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Proof. The “if” direction is immediate. The “only if” is almost as easy: 
Let T be nilpotent of rank r and index t, and define N, = T’-‘(N) and 
(Y~ = dim N, - dim Ni_ i. Consider the sequence 
ly+l 
-B N, + Ni_,. 
T T 
Clearly Ker T,&,, c Ker T,, _ ,; hence 
ai+l =dimN,+,- dim N, = dim Ker TIN, + , 
>,dimKerT,,,=dimN,-dimNi_,=ai. 
All the rest is trivial. n 
If T and (Y are as in Lemma 5, we shall call T a nilpotent transformation 
of type ci. 
We can now easily count the number of nilpotent transformations of a 
fixed type OL on N. 
LEMMA 5. The number of nilpotent transfomutions of type cy= 
(a l,...,cxy) on Nis 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = dim N. Any nilpotent transfor- 
mation of type ol=(a,,...,a,_,, (Y,) on N is the extension of a nilpotent 
transformation of type 01’= (a,,. . . , a,_1) on T(N)-which is an n - at 
dimensional subspace of N. The number of possible such subspaces is 
n 
[ 1 n-q ; 
the number of extensions of a given transformation of type 0~’ is, by 
Lemma 3, 
4 (a,+ ..’ +a,-L)a~+(U,21)[“t,a,_l]. 
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So, using the induction hypothesis for n - at we get that the number of 
nilpotents of type o is 
n 
[ 1 n-q 4 (a,+ ‘.. +m%+( y ) [at,a,_l] 
Xq(ne~r)-(a~~)-~:I:a,d,+, n-y, [a!]* 
[ 1 
Now [(Y’][(Y~]~,_,] is [a] and 
Also 
which yields the desired exponent of q. 
By summing over all possible types or E P(n) we get the total number of 
nilpotent transformations on A? Equating this sum to q”‘-” will give: 
THEOREM 2. 
c q-c9 -x::‘ol OL. 11 :+l[;][a] =,(I). (18) 
u=(a,,...,a,)EP(n) 
4. IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
In this section we shall do for idempotent matrices what we did for 
nilpotent matrices in Section 2, namely compute the probability l(Z, n, q) for 
a product of 1 square matrices of size n over F, to be idempotent. 
Unfortunately we have been unable to come up with as neat and concise an 
expression for t(Z, n, q) as that of (9) for v(Z, n, q). 
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We start with the observation that any idempotent transformation E2 = E 
on N is completely determined by an ordered pair of complementing 
subspaces (E(N),KerE), since E is the identity on the first and zero on the 
second. Hence we start by counting complements: 
LEMMA 6. Let J be a fixed j dimensional subspace of N. The number of 
different complements K to J (i.e., J@K = N) is 9j(n-j’. 
Proof. Choose a basis vl.. . vi to I. Any completion of vu1 . . . vi to a basis 
or.. . vjvj+l. . . V” of N defines a complement K of J by K = 
SPan{vj+,,..., v, }. The number of possible ways to choose the vi+ r . . . v, is 
We have now counted each complement K as many times as it has ordered 
bases-which is the same as the number of regular n - j by n - j matrices, 
which is 
Dividing the two expressions, we get the number of complements: 
,(i) -(L) -(“ii) = 9j(n-i). 
LEMMA 7. Let B E 93 be a matrix of rank T. The number of idempotent 
matrices in the right (left) ideal B% (% B) is 
i 9j(n-j) r 
j=O [I j * 
Proof. We shall give a proof for B!Jl; the result for !RB follows by 
symmetry. E belongs to B 8 if and only if E(N) 5 B(N). So an idempotent 
E of rank j in % B is determined by a j dimensional subspace J of B(N) and 
its complement in N. The number of such pairs is clearly jj(“-j) 
count all idempotents we must sum over all possible ranks. 
COROLLARY. The number of idempotent n by n matrices over Fq is 
t 9j(n-j) n 
j=O [ 1 j * 
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We are now ready to proceed with computing ~(1, n, q) just as we 
computed Y(Z, n, q) in Section 2: 
l(k+l,n,q)=S{Ak+lAk...A1isidempotent} 
n 




@?A k+ ,B is idempotent /rank B = r} 
B = r} 
Therefore we get, using (lo), 
l(k+l,n,q) = i q-kn2kmnr q-n’ i qj(n-i) 3 . 
r=O i j=O [ 1) 
Replacing r by n - t and using (ll), we have 
t(k+l,n,q) 
= tgoq-kn2q(3 t+(l-n)t+(:)[;] i ( -l)~-C[$CI 
a=0 
x(q(u~l)[n~n-o])kq-“(~-~)~~qj(~-j)[nJf] 
j - 0 
=qk(2n)en2(k+1) i q(iJ(q(“:‘)[nln-o])k 
a=0 
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Now 
[~][~][“T”l= bl M b-d 
blb4 blbJ1 b-t-m 
bl = 
blC~-mlb-~-~l 
= [:I [ jyt---u]. 
Hence 
x 5 n~t(-~)t~“9(t~1)+j(~~j)[j~~-_uu]. (19) 
t=o j=O 
Changing the summation index from t to i = t - u, we have the inner sum 
taking the form 
Noting that 
and writing m for n - u, we get for (19) 




A”,(q)=A;+o(q)= E m~‘(-l)iq(i;l)t’a+i(n-i)[i]. (21) 
i-0 j=fJ 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can see, by considering %z,~_~, that (20) 
will hold also for k = 0, so we get after one more rearrangement of (20): 
THEOREM 3. The probability that the product of 1 square matrices of size 
n over F, will be idempotent is 
where the A”,(q) are polynomials in q given by (21). 
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